Reach the Next Level with the P533 Stereo Headset
The conquest of new worlds, all-powerful enemies, great battles and wild chases – ambitious
gamers are daily confronted with the toughest challenges. With the P533 stereo gaming headset
they get the right equipment.

Like the player itself the gaming headset must show performance at the highest level. The perfect fit is
determining because you easily forget the time while gaming. However burning ears and uncomfortable
pressure can bring you back to reality faster than favored. In contrast the P533 headset with its soft foam
ear cushions and the equally padded and light headband keeps you comfortable for even the longest
sessions. Nothing stands in the way for non-stop gaming. To really bring the action on the screen to life
best audio quality is just as well under obligation. The lifelike stereo sound of the P533 catapults the
gamer with a slam into the middle of the virtual world and makes it even more perceptible and spectacular.
But even at the most hectic multiplayer combats, you can rely on the absolute precision of the integrated
boom microphone. The sound volume can be directly adjusted through the headphone.

The P533 goes in action with both console and PC, the 2 m extension cable with 2 x 3.5 mm Jack leaves
full freedom of movement.

At last there is only one decision: are you rather a fan of racing simulations or ego-shooters? Because
that’s what you base your decision on for the P533 “Racing” or “Military” design.

QUICK FACTS P533 Stereo Gaming Headset

Strong Bass and Crisp Treble
Powerful Neodymium Driver
Unparalleled Comfort Through Extra Smooth Earpads
Compatible with Xbox, Playstation, Tablet, Smartphone, Laptop and PC

About ARCTIC
As an international company ARCTIC is one of the leading manufacturers of computer cooling and has a profound know-how in the
field of consumer electronics. With headquarters in Switzerland and offices in Hong Kong, Germany and the U.S., we sell our
products in over 45 countries around the world.

Our contribution for the environment
Since the year 2011 ARCTIC is a Carbon Neutral company. We reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the full amount of our carbon
footprint by investing into renewable energy projects and recycling.
Find out more about ARCTIC's green side >> green.arctic.ac

